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Building a Web 2.0 Portal with ASP.NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008
If you think you're well versed in ASP.NET, think again. This exceptional guide gives you a master class in site building with ASP.NET 3.5 and other cutting-edge Microsoft technologies. You learn how to develop rock-solid web portal applications that can withstand millions of hits every day while surviving scalability and security pressures -- not...
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Bootstrap for ASP.NET MVCPackt Publishing, 2014

	Incorporate Bootstrap into your ASP.NET MVC projects and make your websites more user friendly and dynamic


	About This Book

	
		Grasp the intricacies of Bootstrap and how to use it with ASP.NET MVC
	
		Build your own tools and helpers to assist you in creating ASP.NET MVC Bootstrap sites in an...
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C# 3.0 Unleashed: With the .NET Framework 3.5Sams Publishing, 2008
Whether you need an approachable on-ramp to .NET or you want to enhance your skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the solutions you seek. You’ll learn to do more with the new tools that are available, including Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework Class Libraries. Throughout this book, you’ll get a...
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Essential ASP.NET with Examples in Visual Basic .NETAddison Wesley, 2003
Essential ASP.NET with Examples in  Visual Basic .NET is the Visual Basic programmer's definitive reference  for ASP.NET through version 1.1. It provides experienced programmers with the  information needed to fully understand the technology, and is a clear guide to  using ASP.NET to build robust...
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ASP.NET by ExampleQue, 2001
ASP developers need to understand how ASP.NET can help them solve business problems better than any prior product.  ASP.NET by Example is designed to provide a "crash course" on ASP.NET and quickly help the reader start using this new technology. As part of the By Example series, this book approaches ASP.NET in an easy-to-use tutorial...
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Citrix Access Suite 4 for Windows Server 2003: The Official Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Build, secure, scale, and maintain Citrix on Windows
 New and existing Citrix engineers will learn to design and deploy an enterprise-level server-based computing (SBC) environment on Windows Server 2003 using Citrix Access Suite 4.0.  This official guide explains how to maximize the suite components to enable and...
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ASP.NET Site Performance SecretsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Do you think that only experts with a deep understanding of the inner workings of ASP.NET, SQL Server, and IIS can improve a website's performance? Think again - because this book tosses that notion out of the window. It will help you resolve every web developer's nightmare - a slow website - with angry managers looking over your...
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Enhancing Microsoft Content Management Server with ASP.NET 2.0Packt Publishing, 2006
The release of Microsoft Content Management Server (MCMS) Service Pack 2 opens up the world of ASP.NET 2.0 to MCMS developers. Written by the masters of MCMS, this book shows you how to use the new features of ASP.NET 2.0 that everyone is talking about in your MCMS development. You will first learn how to install and configure MCMS SP2. There are...
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Ajax SecurityAddison Wesley, 2007
The Hands-On, Practical Guide to Preventing Ajax-Related Security Vulnerabilities 
 

More and more Web sites are being rewritten as Ajax applications; even traditional desktop software is rapidly moving to the Web via Ajax. But, all too often, this...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Ruby on Rails Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Ruby on Rails is a feature-rich, easy to learn, and powerful web application framework that makes creating sophisticated, full featured web applications a snap. With the intuitive, straightforward nature of Ruby and the development platform provided by Rails, anyone can put together full-fledged web applications quickly, even if they're new to web...
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Pinnacle Studio 9 Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Covering the popular video editing and DVD authoring software that is used by 3.5 million users, "Pinnacle Studio 9 Ignite!" is a visual guide that will have you up and running in no time. With the many enhancements of Pinnacle Studio 9, this book is not only suitable for beginners, but also for users of Pinnacle looking to brush up on...
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